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Abstract
Background: A novel algorithm named Information Retrieval configuration file is proposed to extract useful information from a set of resumes during extraction where the information gained is relevant and efficient for business needs.
Methods: Manual analysis of this unstructured textual data is impractical, so numerous text mining methods are being developed to automate the process of analyzing this unstructured data employs a new technique named Weighted
Ranking method. Result: The efficiency of recruitment process is improved while retrieving the information from the
unstructured data. Application: In firms to improves the scope of the recruitment process using text mining algorithm to
mine the data.
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1. Introduction

Data mining also known as Knowledge Discovery is the
process of extracting or mining essential information
from the vast amount of data. It is most commonly used
in extracting information from ordered pattern. In major
business, data are complex in nature and exist in deferent
formats and often organized in a poorly manner i.e. in an
unordered manner. From these sources, the data mining
alone cannot be efficient to extract the useful information.
In order to extract the essential text from these textual
documents, a new powerful tool has been used called Text
Mining.
Text Mining is an art of acquiring potentially useful
knowledge from the textual document. Data Mining cannot derive its impact on extracting useful details from
large unstructured materials based on natural language.
But Text Mining will be the solution. The process of
text mining is also termed as Information Extraction or
Information Retrieval or Document Classification. The
process of extracting information from huge volumes
of data is necessary in order to obtain proper knowledge from the useful information by snubbing unwanted
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information. This useful information enables the administrator to arrive to the decision correctly and facilitates
to improve their business to a greater extent. Most of the
business records are maintained in the form of documents
and hence the documents are in unstructured format. In
order to obtain knowledge from this unstructured document requires more manual process and time. Hence
to elude this snag, text mining plays a pivotal role in
extracting the essential much needed information by categorizing the text. Thus, Text Mining can be also termed
as “Categorization of Texts”.
The globalization has led to cut throat competition in
business and the decision making is very dominant factor
for the success of a business. Thus Business Intelligence is
the process of developing the strategies in order to gain
competitive advantage for business. To accomplish this,
countless techniques have been emerged and utilized.
One such technique that helps business intelligence is data
mining. But data mining has certain limitations as it can
be efficient in mining the information from the structured
internal data and predicting the trends based on these
data or knowledge to make wise decision. But some of
the business handles the textual information which is not
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in a structured manner such as project report, employee
resume, and competitor’s profile.
These documents are presented in unstructured form,
since the details are described in the form of text using
natural language and each of the documents followed the
own developers style. Unlike the data in the database, the
information in the textual document are scattered through
the text. From such kind of documents, the information
can be mined with proper care. The aforesaid details can
be implemented by the proposed algorithm after developing a configuration file to identify the useful information
from the document, and various patterns can be easily
extracted and organized in order to provide the meaningful information. Through the extracted information, the
administrator can able to make the decision to enhance
the business.
In 1 described that the textual data in electronic documents today around the world have no doubt brought
forward all the information one could need and as
data banks build up worldwide, and access gets easier
through technology, it has become easier to overlook
vital facts and figures that could bring about ground
breaking discoveries. The research paper discusses in
detail an implementation of Information Extraction and
Categorization in the text mining application that they
had implemented. To extract terms from the document
they had used modified version of Porter’s Algorithm for
inflectional stemming. For calculating term frequencies
for categorization, they have used a domain dictionary for
‘Computer Science’ domain.
In 2, stated that extracting insights from large text collections was an aspiration of any organization aiming to
take advantage of their experience generally documented
in textual documents. Textual documents, either digital
or not, have been the most common form to register any
organization transaction. Free text style was a very easy
way to input data since it does not require users any special
training. On the other hand, the text material easily collected becomes the major challenge for building automatic
deciphering tools. In the paper they presented ADDMiner,
a text-mining model for extracting causality relationships from a large text collection of accident reports. This
model was based on using domain ontology as well as a
corpus-based computational linguistics to guide the mining process. Examples from offshore oil platform accident
reports illustrate the potential benefits of the approach.
In 3, described text mining technique for automatically
extracting association rules from collections of textual
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documents. The technique called, Extracting Association
Rules from Text (EART). It depends on keyword features
for discover association rules amongst keywords labeling
the documents. EART system ignores the order in which
the words occur, but instead focusing on the words and
their statistical distributions in documents. The system
based on Information Retrieval scheme (TF-IDF) for
selecting most important keywords for association rules
generation. It consists of three phases: Text Preprocessing
phase (transformation, filtration, stemming and indexing of the documents), Association Rule Mining (ARM)
phase (applying the designed algorithm for Generating
Association Rules based on Weighting scheme GARW)
and visualization phase (visualization of results).
Experiments applied on Online Web Pages related to the
cryptography. The extracted association rules contain
important features.
In 4, they stated that Text mining concerns looking
for patterns in unstructured text. The related task of
Information Extraction (IE) was about locating specific
items in natural-language documents. The paper presented a framework for text mining, called DISCOTEX
(Discovery from Text Extraction), using a learned information extraction system to transform text into more
structured data which was then mined for interesting
relationships. The initial version of DISCOTEX integrates an IE module acquired by an IE learning system,
and a standard rule induction module. In addition, rules
mined from a database extracted from a corpus of texts
are used to predict additional information to extract
from future documents, thereby improving the recall of
the underlying extraction system. Encouraging results
are presented on applying these techniques to a corpus of
computer job announcement postings from an Internet
newsgroup.
In 5, they worked out the strong points of text mining in extracting business intelligence from huge amount
of textual information sources within business systems.
They will apply text mining to each stage of Business
Intelligence systems to prove that text mining was the
powerful tool to expand the scope of BI. After reviewing
basic definitions and some related technologies, they discussed the relationship and the benefits of these to text
mining. Some examples and applications of text mining
will also be given. The motivation behind was to develop
new approach to effective and efficient textual information analysis. Thus they expanded the scope of Business
Intelligence using the powerful tool, text mining.
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In 6, described that In today’s world, the amount of
stored information has been enormously increasing day
by day which was generally in the unstructured form
and cannot be used for any processing to extract useful
information, so several techniques such as summarization, classification, clustering, information extraction
and visualization are available for the same which comes
under the category of text mining. Text Mining can be
defined as a technique which was used to extract interesting information or knowledge from the text documents.
In the work, a discussion over framework of text mining
with the techniques as above with their pros and cons
and also applications of Text Mining is done. In addition,
brief discussion of Text Mining benefits and limitations
has been presented.
In 7 stated that many data mining techniques have been
proposed for mining useful patterns in text documents.
However, how to effectively use and update discovered
patterns was still an open research issue, especially in the
domain of text mining. Since most existing text mining
methods adopted term-based approaches, they all suffer
from the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Over the
years, people have often held the hypothesis that pattern
(or phrase)-based approaches should perform better than
the term-based ones, but many experiments do not support the hypothesis. The paper presented an innovative
and effective pattern discovery technique which includes
the processes of pattern deploying and pattern evolving, to improve the effectiveness of using and updating
discovered patterns for finding relevant and interesting
information. Substantial experiments on RCV1 data collection and TREC topics demonstrate that the proposed
solution achieves encouraging performance.
Text mining is the discovery of interesting knowledge in text documents. It was a challenging issue to
find accurate knowledge (or features) in text documents
to help users to find what they want. In the beginning,
Information Retrieval (IR) provided many term-based
methods to solve the challenge, such as Rocchio and probabilistic models8, rough set models9, BM25 and support
vector machine (SVM)10 based filtering models.
Business Intelligence (BI) is a process for increasing
the competitive advantages of a business by intelligent
use of available information collection for users to make
wise decision11,12. It was well known that some techniques
and resources such as data warehouses, multidimensional models, and ad hoc reports are related to Business
Intelligence3. Although these techniques and resources
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have served us well, they do not totally cover the full
scope of business intelligence13.
In our paper, we consolidated and improve with more
special features and propose our method.

2. Problem Statements
Internet has significantly abridged the time taken to send
a resume by the job seekers, but the recruiter’s work has
become more complex because with this technological
advancement they get huge volume of resumes for each
job opening. It becomes practically impossible to manually
scan and analyze each resume that meets their organization’s job requirement. Most of the existing approaches
focus on either parsing the resume to get information or
employing some customized filtering methods to cater to
their needs. Moreover, resumes differ in format and style,
making it cumbersome to maintain a uniform structural
repository which would contain all the necessary relevant information. Limited amount of research has been
carried out on filtering the best match for a particular
requirement. Recruiters have to scan all the similar looking resumes manually, after applying the filters.

3. Proposed Method
The core objective of the paper is to develop a methodology to mine the useful information from the unstructured
textual content in order to improve the business intelligence. The mining process can be achieved by new
emerging technology, which is variant from data mining.
With the help of text mining, the user can able to discover
previously unknown knowledge in text, by automatically
extracting information from different written resources
developed in natural languages. It can be now familiar
because of its approaches to information management,
research and analysis. Thus, text mining is the extension of
data mining and obtains the goal of extracting meaningful
data from different sources of textual documents.
In data mining, the collection of data is stored in the
repository known as Data Warehouse. Likely, in text mining, the collection of documents is stored in the repository
known as Document Warehouse. From this Document
Warehouse, the text has to be extracted using text mining.
The summary of the proposed methodology to extract the
text from different sources of documents and make the
extracted text by the decision makers to support for business intelligence is as described below:
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The user may want to mine the text from different
sources of documents stored in a word file or an excel file
or in any text or pdf file. We have to propose a generalized
methodology in order to extract the data from any sources
of files. To perform this, a configuration file is developed
to ensure that it support all kinds of documents. In this
configuration file, a set of configurations with suitable
conditions in order to train the data are provided. This
can be realized using the regular expression such as [0-9],
[a-z], [A-Z]. Based on this regular expression, the text can
be identified and extracted. The configuration file used
to classify the document using the regular expression is
given below:

3.1 Configuration File:
<xml version=”1.0”>
<!—Configuration File for Text Mining -- >
<config>
<exp1>
<cond> [0-9] </cond>
<value> Numeric </value>
</exp1>
<exp2>
<cond> [a-z] || [A-Z] </cond>
<value> Name </value>
</exp2>
<exp3>
<cond> [0-9] && count =10 </cond>
<value> Mobile </value>
</exp3>
<exp4>
<cond> [a-z] && [. ,] </cond>
<value> Qualification </value>
</exp4>
<exp5>
<cond> [@] </cond>
<value> E-Mail Id </value>
</exp5>
<exp6>
<cond> [0-9] </cond>
<value> Years of Experience </value>
</exp6>
<exp7>
<cond> [a-z]||[A-Z] &&[0-9] </cond>
<value> Skillset </value>
</exp7>
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<exp8>
<cond> [DD-MM-YY] || [DD-MM-YYYY]
</cond>
<value> Date </value>
</exp8>
<exp8>
<cond> [0-9] </cond>
<value> No of jobs switched </value>
</exp8>
</config>
</xml>
From the illustrated configuration file, the field and
its data can be identified using the regular expression
defined in <cond>.
Resume dataset

Preprocess and Cleaning

IRCF algorithm

Data matrix

Weighted ranking Algorithm

EXTRACT
Experience Qualification Specific Skills General Skills

Calculate productivity

SORT Results

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture
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The basic steps involved in the proposed methodology to
extract the text from the document based on the configuration file defined are enumerated below: the document
may be of different types and each type has individual
document reader.
The steps are
• I dentify the document type
• Develop a Configuration File based on Document
type
• Choose the Document Reader
• Categorize the text in the document
• Summarize the Result
The document warehouse consists of set of documents
from which we have to extract the useful text by using our
proposed methodology.
• Th
 e initial step of our process is to identify the source
of document from the data warehouse.
S = σ (D / N)
Where
S – Source of document
σ (D/N) – Selection of a document from N
Document in Warehouse
• The next process is to identify the type of the chosen
document, D. The type may be of word file, excel file,
html file or pdf file.
• The next step is to develop a configuration file with
set of conditions to extract the required information
based on the user requirement.
• Config, ζ = {x1  x2/x1 is the set of conditions to validate the text in the document,
x2 is the set of values for the condition x1, where x1,
x2 € X,
X is the selected Document from the warehouse}
Following the creation of configuration file, the next
process involved in this mining process is to choose the
document reader to read the document. The document
reader can be chosen based on the document type.
Based on these 3 steps, the next step is to extract the
text from the document by reading the document using
document reader and to identifying the text using the
configuration file developed in step 2.
λ = Π d1 € D
α=λ/ζ
where,
ζ – configuration file
λ – text, d1 read by the document reader from selected
document, D
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α – extracted text by verifying the condition given in configuration file, ζ with λ. Finally the resultant obtained in
α is summarized by storing it a 2-dimensional array. The
resultant obtained may be look like as follows:
 a1
 a2

.
.

.

 an

Field1
Field2

Fieldn

Value1 
Value1 






Valuen

Finally, by reading the values from this 2-dimensional
array, the resultant value has to be concatenated to form
the textual data. Or it has to be stored in a table in an
ordered manner.
Thus, the text mining process has to be carried out
successfully by extracting the useful information from
the document stored in a document warehouse. From
the mined result, the business executives can make the
decision to improve the business intelligence.

3.2 IRCF Text Mining Algorithm
Algorithm: IRCF Text Mining Algorithm
Input: Document from the Document Warehouse, (D/N)
Supported Input: Configuration File, ζ developed for D
(as in section Configuration File described above)
Output: Resultant required mined text, α
Begin
Read the Inputted textual document, D
Analysis the Configuration File, ζ
Choose the Document Reader for D, DR
i=1
k=1
Repeat
DR = DLi/D, where DLi is the read line by DR
For j = 1 to ζ.End
If DR.equals (ζ.condj) then
Field = ζ.valuej
Value = ζ.condj
End loop
End if
Next
Arr[i][k] = {DR, Field, Value}
k++
i++
Until DR = EOF
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For a=1 to n
For b=a+1 to n
Navigate (Arr[a][b]  table[a][b]);//store the array value
to table
Next
Next
End
The process of algorithm IRCF Text Mining Algorithm
is explained in this section. (IRCF - Information Retrival
based on Configuration File). The initial step is to get
the input document from the user. The document can be
chosen from the document warehouse. Also, the configuration file is inputted for the algorithm to extract the text
from the document. From these two inputs, the mining
process can be performed as follows:
First, with the help of the chosen Document Reader,
the Document is read line by line. Upon fetching each
line, it is passing through the configuration file to check
for the condition. If the condition with the configuration
file matches with the read line, then the value is fetched
from the configuration file and stored in the two dimensional array. This process is iterated until the document
reader reaches the end of the file.
Upon completing this process, the final step is to read
the data from the two dimensional array and store the
value in the corresponding field in the Table. Thus the
extraction process is completed successfully and the text
from unstructured document is converted into a structured table. From the value stored in the table, the decision
maker can make the decision to improve their process.

3.3 Weighted Ranking Algorithm
The classified data from the IRCF algorithm are populated
in the two dimensional array and this data is used to rank the
resumes according to the requirement after calculating the
weightage of each resumes related to experience, skill sets,
qualification and frequency of job switched. The weightage
for the attributes are enumerated clearly in the Table 1.
Algorithm – Weighted Ranking
Inputs: Dataset Ds
Supported Inputs: User Criteria Uc
Outputs: Ranked index of Resumes
Begin:
Load Dataset Ds
Calculate Weightage for Uc
Calculate Productivity Weightage Pw
6
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Table 1.

Weightage for Attributes

Attribute

Prefixed Character

Weightage

Bachelors

B

1

Qualification
Masters

M

2

Doctorate

D

3

Experience
1 Years

Y

1

Y
Y

2
N

G
S

1
2

A
A
A
A

1
2
3
4

2 Years
N Years
Skills
General Skills
Specific Skills
Age
<= 25
>25 – 30
>30 – 40
>40

Pw= (Experience Yn x S S) + (Yg x G)
Sort DESC Pw according to Qualification
Store Pw according to Qualification
Return: Ranked Index of Resumes
End:
The output obtained from the ICRF algorithm is considered as the input dataset for the weighted ranking
algorithm. The data set is loaded first and the attribute
weightage is obtained from the dataset with the prefixed
values enabling to find the exact criteria. The productivity
Weightage Pw is calculated using the following formula
Yg = Total experience – Specific Skill Experience
Pw = (Experience Yn x S) + (Yg x G)
Where S = Specific Skills, G=General Skills
Let us consider a person with 4 years of experience in
Crystal Reports 10.0 out of his 6 years of total experience,
then Pw = 4
x 2 + 2 x 1 => 10 the productivity weightage calculated
for this person is 10. Finally the calculated Pw is sorted
descending according to the qualification weightage and
stored for decision making.

4. Experimental Result
The proposed methodology has been experimentally
verified and the result proves that the proposed methodology satisfies the aim of the paper. To do the experiment,
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we have undertaken 300 candidate’s resume, which is of
rtf format. From those 300 candidates, a particular group
of members has to be selected. First, the selection process
can be carried out using the existing algorithm namely
“KNN Text Classification Algorithm” by examining each
resume and identifying the qualifying candidate. The execution time and the scan time are noted and compared
with that of the proposed algorithm.
Next, the selection process can be carried out by using the
proposed IRCF text mining algorithm. Based on the algorithm, the qualifying candidate can be chosen and the time
period to obtain the result has to be noted. By comparing
these two time periods, we can conclude that the proposed
algorithm performs well than the existing method. Thus our
proposed methodology satisfies the aim of the paper and
helps the decision makers to identify and recruit deserving
candidates with the skillsets and the criteria to match with
that of the company policies during recruitment process.

4.1 Sample Resume

The Proposed algorithm IRCF is compared with KNN
algorithm and from the above Table 2 it is obvious that the
execution time of IRCF is low when compared to KNN.
The Resume Relevancy ratio is first found after obtaining the weighted ranking resume set.
RR ratio=

Total Number of relevant resumes
Total Number of reesumes in Dataset

The actual Resume Relevancy ratio is calculated
manually using the following formula
ARR ratio =

Total Number of actual relevant resumes
umber of resumes in Dataset
Total Nu

The algorithm is tested to find the probable candidates
with master’s degree, minimum of 3 years of experience
in crystal reports 10.0 and overall good experience in
reporting tools and Microsoft technologies. The proposed
algorithm fetched 6 resumes out of 300 with productivity
weightage ranging from 11 to 17. The RR ratio and ARR
ratio are calculated experimentally for three criteria and
the result obtained is showcased in Table 3.
Table 3.

Ratio calculation result

Ratio

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition3

RR ratio

0.671

0.88

0.656

ARR ratio

0.7

0.71

0.68

6. Conclusion
The proposed algorithm IRCF with weighted Ranking
methodology performs well in extracting relevant
resumes from the unstructured document without any
manual intervention. The proposed algorithm ICRF
clearly outperforms the KNN algorithm in terms of execution time.

5. Findings and Analysis
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